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Language: English . Brand New Book. When Seattle yoga teacher Kate Davidson agrees to teach
doga (yoga for dogs) at a fundraiser for a local animal shelter, she believes the only damage will be
to her reputation. But a few downward-facing dogs are the least of Kate?s problems when an
animal rights protest at the event leads to a suspicious fire and a drowning. The police arrest
Dharma, a woman claiming to be Kate?s estranged mother, and charge her with murder. To prove
Dharma?s innocence, Kate, her boyfriend Michael, and her German shepherd sidekick Bella dive
deeply into the worlds of animal activism and organizational politics. As they investigate the
dangerous obsessions that drive these groups, Kate and her sleuthing team discover that when it
comes to murder, there?s no place like hOMe. Praise: Weber s clever assemblage of suspects is
eliminated one by one in her entertaining novel. ?RT Book Reviews [Weber s] characters are likeable
and amusing, the background is interesting, and the story is ultimately satisfying. ?Ellery Queen
Mystery Magazine Crazy, quirky critters and their odd, yet utterly relatable human counterparts,
make Karma s a...
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Reviews
A top quality publication along with the font used was intriguing to read. I really could comprehended everything using this written e ebook. Its been
designed in an remarkably straightforward way and it is only a er i finished reading through this publication by which basically altered me, modify the
way i believe.
-- Ca thr ine La r kin Sr .
Very useful to all of group of people. I actually have read through and so i am certain that i will planning to study yet again once again down the road. I
am just very easily can get a satisfaction of looking at a created book.
-- Ma r k B er nier
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